DADADANG
Parade for Moving Percussions
The "Parade" is an itinerary musical performance, executed only by percussionists.
The "Parade" can be performed both in day and night-time: but it is in this last case that the show expresses
at its best its scenic potentialities.
Anyway, as the artists wear heavy synthetic costumes and drum-supporting harnesses, we highly
recommend to program the performance for the coolest possible hours of the day.
Route
1) The performance may take place through foot ways or on carriage roads; in this second case it is
necessary to stop the traffic. In all cases it is preferable to choose places not too exposed to the noises of
traffic or other, and anyway dangerless for the musicians and the public. During the 'Parade' we can't accept
other musical exhibition, excepted all programmed intervention however accepted by the Dadadang
Percussions. Before the exhibition the responsibles of the group will check the indicated route; the
Organizers will be available to illustrate all possibilities in changement of route almost ...... hours before the
performance. It's no possible change route (as to decided in check tour) after the 'Parade' has starting.
2) In relation to the length of route(about one kilometer) the duration of the performance itself varies from 50
to 60 minutes.
3) ........ persons are required for surveillance of instruments along the route and for assistance to the group.
4) The mouvements of DDD performance are impossible on stairway or steps. Any change in height on the
route will require a ramp.
5) One or more rooms capable of containing about 15 persons plus some technical materials, directly
adjacent to the starting point of the route; we need chairs, tables, mirrors, drinking water or other beverages.
Shower facilities are highly appreciated. They must be available almost ....... hours before the prevue starting
of performance.
6) The group is autonomous. No amplification plants required, except for the final concert situation, if this has
to take place in large structures, as stadiums or so. If the "Parade" is to be performed at night-time, normal
street lighting is sufficient to enhance the scenical effect of the costumes; still better, of course, it is to provide
for a light direction. Said light direction must anyway be provided for the final concert situation.
7) As the show is performed in a urban environment, it is often necessary to regulate or stop the trafic and to
provide for safety of musicians and public: of this, sole responsibles are the organizers that in agreement
with the technical staff of the group itself, will provide for a service of order.
8) Board and lodging:
It's necessary to prevue type and number of rooms as follow:
- n° ....... double rooms (separate beds)
- n° ....... single rooms
Rooms must have shower or bath. The group don't accept accomodation like 'F1 Hotel' or similar.
About the number of meals we refer to the contract; it's necessary to specify, as the performance require
considerable energy expense, that meals must be warm and complete. We also ask n° ....... of vegetarian
meals.
9) Parking facilities
The organizers should provide for parking facilities near the changing rooms and circulation permits for two
mini buses.

